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FAC TSHEET SYSTEMS

The sorting bag system developed by WSP is particularly suitable for laundries with high 
volume and few categories, such as hotel linen.

What is the sorting bag system?
With 2 to 12 sorting positions, this sorting bag system is particularly suitable for laundries 

with high volume and few categories. The sorting matrix and sorting order can be adjusted to 

suit the laundry and customer type. A single batch can contain multiple customers.

System with single-trolley bags (OC)

Extremely suitable for hospitality and catering laundry and 
hospital linens; few categories, high volume

Sorting capacity exceeds 450 kilo per operator hour

A single person can staff 3 to 4 sorting positions

Sorting system of 3 to 12 positions

Sorting bag system
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Technical data

 Optional  sorting conveyor or section (with central toss position) 

 Suitable for systems with maximum loading of 60 kg

 Possibility of extended bags in case of high volume laundry

 Possibility of automatic loading desired type of article

 No pit required for loading up to 35 kg; upwards of 50 kg loading pit 
approx. 50 cm deep required

 Sorting conveyor is foot operated, thanks to photocell

 Electronic weight registration

 Scope for several customers per batch, with recognition display

 Thanks to WinWash link, the option of customer/product choice and 
customer/batch registration

 Sorting matrix and sorting order can be changed to suit supply and 
demand

 Options for soiled laundry collection and dispatch

 Scope for automatic customer registration using RFID or barcode

MORE INFORMATION?

Are you interested in the sorting bag system? Or keen to know how WSP 

can help improve your own situation? If so, please get in touch with us. 

Let us develop some ideas with you! 
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